Translation from Romanian
Contract of liability - JEEP-SAFARI, MOUNTAIN BIKE, QUAD’s & OFF-ROAD
In case I will drive/conduct the vehicle, I undertake:
- To be in possession of my driving license, issued for the type of vehicle I will drive, valid and not suspended;
- To not have consumed during the last few days and to not have been under the influence of alcoholic beverages or
hallucinogenic substances, which might be detrimental to my physical and intellectual activity during the present trip;
- To comply with the driving regulations for public roads and to act accordingly even if the motor convoy will travel over
roads closed to the public;
- To follow faithfully the indications of the convoy leaders and/or the people in charge employed by the organizing
company SC JW Escapade SRL / SC Best Romanian DMC SRL;
- To observe and to not modify the place/order in the convoy in which the vehicle I will drive shall be placed, unless
otherwise directed by the group leaders;
- To drive/conduct the vehicle only following the preceding vehicle (without overtaking or doublings), unless otherwise
directed by the convoy leaders and/or the people in charge employed by the organizing company SC JW Escapade SRL /
SC Best Romanian DMC SRL in a different direction;
- To start driving/conducting the vehicle only after all the passengers are seated with the seatbelts secured – if existing;
- To abstain from over-revving purposelessly the engine and using excessively the equipment of the vehicle, unless
required by the situation (horn, siren, klaxon, lights, spotlights, winch, radios, etc.);
- To drive/conduct carefully, because I am aware that the present travel is classified as extreme sport, and the passengers
responsibility is completely mine;
- To drive/conduct proactively in maintaining the order of the convoy, i.e. in case the following vehicles are in trouble to
announce the incident to the organizers and to stop the vehicle and to help them or to wait for the vehicle with problems
in order to maintain the coherence of the convoy;
- To watch in the mirrors (if existing) the vehicles following me and to adapt the speed as to keep the distance from the
following vehicles;
- I agree that I am fully responsible for damage the vehicle, and I will pay in full any damage of the vehicle, with the
exception of the tires, suspensions, mirrors.
- I accept that I am legal responsible for all the persons from the vehicle I am driving/conducting, for any injuries or dies,
during the event.
In case I will be a passenger of the vehicle I undertake:
- To follow faithfully the indications of the convoy leaders and/or the people in charge employed by the organizing
company SC JW Escapade SRL / SC Best Romanian DMC SRL, as well as of the driver of the vehicle, regardless of
my approval thereof or my belief that I am more experienced that the driver;
- To not have consumed during the last few days and to not have been under the influence of alcoholic beverages or
hallucinogenic substances, which might be detrimental to my activity during the present trip;
- The seat myself on the place indicated and fasten the seatbelt immediately after entering the vehicle – if existing;
- To not leave the seat during the vehicle’s movement, under any circumstance;
- To not distract the driver from the road, by my actions inside or outside the vehicle;
- To not exit the vehicle unless it is stationary;
- To not activate the equipment of the vehicle situation (horn, siren, klaxon, lights, spotlights, winch, radios, etc. – if
oxisting), except for the equipment I’m responsible for or I’m using, and those not excessively, which might disturb the
other passengers, the animals or the people present in the area where the vehicle/convoy travels;
- To help the driver or the other members of the group, to the limits of my knowledge and in accordance with the
indications I will receive from those, in case the vehicle is involved in an incident, it gets mud-stuck or the movement of
the vehicle/convoy is blocked for whatever reasons;
In the same regard, I declare that I waive any possible and eventual claims, material or of any other kind, in my name and in
the name of my relatives of first to fourth degree, against: The organizers, other participants and other users of the area, of
the owners of the traveled area and any and all other intermediaries and persons involved in the event, for any and all
eventual accidents, corporal damage (injuries, wounds, infirmities, death etc.) which I might suffer during the
aforementioned event.
I acknowledge that any damage of the vehicle is fully paid by the conductor/driver!!! In case of any damage, the driver
has the obligation to pay the damages in maximum one calendar week from the day the invoice is issued; otherwise it will
also pay penalties of 1% from the total value of the invoice for each day of delay.
Costs in case of impairment, degradation, deterioration or partial damage of the vehicle, as well as all the injuries induced to
the third parties during the tour, will be paid without any delay by the driver.
I am aware that, due to the fact that the company I work for invited me to this teambuilding, or the partner company who
invited me to this event is paying for all the costs of the above mentioned activities, during all this time I AM NOT in the
working hours program and any possible event/accident/incident could occur during this time, will NOT BE a working
accident/event/incident and WILL NOT BE TREATED as working accident/event/incident.
Accordingly, I agree to the unrestricted right of the organizers to use for marketing and advertising all the photographic
and video footage made by them during my participation to mentioned activities or to the connected teambuilding activities.
********************
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Translation from Romanian
Vehicle No: __________________ Date: _______________ Time: ___________

1.
I the undersigned _______________________________________ with the domicile in _________
______________________________________ with the identity card series __, no._____________ in my capacity of
participant to the off-road ride organized by SC JW Escapade SRL / SC Best Romanian DMC SRL in the area of
__________________ in the date of _______________ , I declare at my own risk that I comply with the conditions of
participation and that I acknowledged the above, as well as the consequences and the implications resulting from my
participation to this event.
I have been issued a driving license, category __ more than 12 months ago, Series____, no ____________, issued in the
date of ____________. I HAVE / I HAVE NOT driven frequently a vehicle during the last 12 months.
Signature ________________

2. I the undersigned _______________________________________ with the domicile in _________
______________________________________ with the identity card series __, no._____________ in my capacity of
participant to the off-road ride organized by SC JW Escapade SRL / SC Best Romanian DMC SRL in the area of
__________________ in the date of _______________ , I declare at my own risk that I comply with the conditions of
participation and that I acknowledged the above, as well as the consequences and the implications resulting from my
participation to this event.
I have been issued a driving license, category __ more than 12 months ago, Series____, no ____________, issued in the
date of ____________. I HAVE / I HAVE NOT driven frequently a vehicle during the last 12 months.
Signature ________________

3. I the undersigned _______________________________________ with the domicile in _________
______________________________________ with the identity card series __, no._____________ in my capacity of
participant to the off-road ride organized by SC JW Escapade SRL / SC Best Romanian DMC SRL in the area of
__________________ in the date of _______________ , I declare at my own risk that I comply with the conditions of
participation and that I acknowledged the above, as well as the consequences and the implications resulting from my
participation to this event.
I have been issued a driving license, category __ more than 12 months ago, Series____, no ____________, issued in the
date of ____________. I HAVE / I HAVE NOT driven frequently a vehicle during the last 12 months.
Signature ________________

4. I the undersigned _______________________________________ with the domicile in _________
______________________________________ with the identity card series __, no._____________ in my capacity of
participant to the off-road ride organized by SC JW Escapade SRL / SC Best Romanian DMC SRL in the area of
__________________ in the date of _______________ , I declare at my own risk that I comply with the conditions of
participation and that I acknowledged the above, as well as the consequences and the implications resulting from my
participation to this event.
I have been issued a driving license, category __ more than 12 months ago, Series____, no ____________, issued in the
date of ____________. I HAVE / I HAVE NOT driven frequently a vehicle during the last 12 months.
Signature ________________

5. I the undersigned _______________________________________ with the domicile in _________
______________________________________ with the identity card series __, no._____________ in my capacity of
participant to the off-road ride organized by SC JW Escapade SRL / SC Best Romanian DMC SRL in the area of
__________________ in the date of _______________ , I declare at my own risk that I comply with the conditions of
participation and that I acknowledged the above, as well as the consequences and the implications resulting from my
participation to this event.
I have been issued a driving license, category __ more than 12 months ago, Series____, no ____________, issued in the
date of ____________. I HAVE / I HAVE NOT driven frequently a vehicle during the last 12 months.
Signature ________________
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